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 The Stinson L-5 began service with the U.S. Army Air Forces (USAAF) in January 1943 
 when 36 Sentinels were assigned to the 66th Observation Group at Morris Field in Charlotte, 
 North Carolina. Starting with the sixth plane off the assembly line, this batch of freshly minted 
 airplanes included serial numbers 42-14803 through 42-14841. Three were excluded: #812 that 
 was assigned to Stinson for experimental winterization modifications, #813 that was sent to 
 Lycoming at Williamsport for further flight test and engine development work, and #816 which 
 was flown to Eglin Field in Florida for evaluation as a floatplane. 

 The 66th Observation Group, activated in September 1941, consisted of the 19th, 97th, 
 106th and 118th observation squadrons. The  “Flying Jeeps”  were brought in as soon as they 
 became available to replace a conglomeration of Stinson L-1’s, Taylorcraft L-2’s, Aeronca L-3’s, 
 Piper L-4’s and Interstate L-6’s that had been assigned to these units in 1942. At the time the 
 L-5’s arrived, the four squadrons to which they were assigned also included fighters, light and 
 medium bombers, dive bombers, and armed observation aircraft. Among the combat types 
 could be counted P-39’s, P-40’s, P-46’s, A-20’s, B-25’s, DB-7’s, O-46’s and O-47’s. It was not 
 without reason that some officers disparagingly referred to these composite outfits  as “bastard 
 squadrons” for their motley collection of warplanes. 

 42-14803, serial #6, photographed before delivery to the 66th Observation Group at Charlotte, North Carolina. 
 Note the early stars without bars and the non-standard black tail number. Contrary to popular lore, the first 275 
 Sentinels built were not delivered as O-62’s. The reclassification from observation (O-62) to liaison  (L-5) took 
 place on April 2, 1942 a little over seven months before the first production model rolled off the assembly line. 



 Although greater standardization with fewer types was sought, prior to 1943 not enough of 
 the desired aircraft could be made available to the more or less low-priority observation 
 squadrons. A survey made on December 8, 1941 showed that 97 different aircraft types were 
 being flown by the 47 existing observation units, some of them biplanes dating to the early 30’s! 
 One can easily imagine the immense difficulties this posed in terms of training, supply and 
 maintenance. To help remedy the situation, on July 1, 1942 the War Department approved a 
 standard complement of 6 high performance fighters, 6 fast twin-engine bombers, and 9 liaison 
 planes per observation squadron. The L-5’s delivered to the 66th Observation Group in January 
 1943 were part of the slow streamlining and modernization process begun under the 1942 
 directive. 

 The observation group structure was such that it could serve as a small tactical air force for 
 a field army, providing everything from air defense and close air support, to short and long-range 
 reconnaissance, to artillery observation and liaison activities. The field commander was largely 
 in control of the group’s employment and therein lay the seeds of its eventual demise. The 68th 
 Observation Group was one such unit that served in the North African campaign and its 
 squadrons were detached for separate duties and assigned diverse activities over a wide area, 
 greatly diluting the group’s overall effectiveness. The employment of the 68th was just one 
 example among many, but after the Axis forces in Tunisia finally surrendered it was strongly 
 argued by the Army Air Forces that a decentralized command structure and too much influence 
 by the ground commanders had weakened the overall air effort. 

 Although that was not an entirely truthful summation of what had really occurred - ground 
 commanders complained the AAF wasn't interested in or attentive to their needs - but the point 
 was driven home that without the theater air force commander having centralized control over 
 all aircraft, the large number of planes available during the campaign had been used in relatively 
 small groups with uncoordinated objectives and spotty results. Not only were they less potent, 
 often operating at cross-purposes or being unavailable when critically needed, air superiority 
 was never gained over a numerically inferior enemy until the very end of the bloody six-month 
 struggle. The bitter lessons learned led directly to a reorganization of the USAAF at the end of 
 March 1943. The new command structure somewhat resembled that of the more 
 combat-experienced British RAF, consolidating control of the air arm but forcing greater 
 communication and cooperation with ground forces. 

 Among the changes that occurred top-to-bottom in the AAF, the observation groups were 
 renamed reconnaissance groups, in part for psychological reasons because a certain stigma 
 hung over the observation role. The squadrons within each group were reorganized according 
 to aircraft type and function. Within the 66th Observation Group the 96th and 118th Observation 
 Squadrons became the 96th and 118th Reconnaissance Squadrons (Fighter) and the 106th 
 Observation Squadron became the 106th Reconnaissance Squadron (Bombardment). 
 Receiving all of the L-5’s, the 19th Observation Squadron was reconstituted as the  19th Liaison 
 Squadron  , a completely new type of unit perceived as the lowliest of the bunch when it came to 
 the prestige of fighter and bomber officers who were reassigned to command its enlisted pilots. 



 This all took place on April 2, 1943, exactly one year after the  Liaison  category of unarmed 
 light observation aircraft was established by order of the Secretary of War, Henry L. Stimson. 
 That unheralded event came about because some of the Stinson L-1’s and a few of the light 
 civilian-type “grasshoppers” participating in the army field maneuvers of 1942 had cheated by 
 crossing “enemy” lines to accomplish their missions. Normally, the slow, unarmed, 
 fabric-covered observation planes were supposed to be automatically declared casualties (“shot 
 down”) when this happened, but on several occasions those infractions were either missed or 
 purposely ignored by the judges, much to the detriment of the opposing forces. This was to 
 recur in other field maneuvers and in the end recriminations and cries of “foul” eventually led to 
 a formal proposal separating the  “puddle jumpers”  from the faster, armed observation aircraft. In 
 essence,  that is how the liaison types came to be recognized as a separate category of 
 airplanes. 

 42-15037 of the 66th Observation Group operating with a cavalry reconnaissance unit at the 
 Tennessee Maneuvers. This airplane was accepted on May 22, 1943 and sent directly to 

 Camp Campbell to participate in the wargames. (Library of Congress) 

 During 1943 the War Department held another round of large-scale field maneuvers and one 
 of the exercises  took place in the “Volunteer State”. As with the Tennessee Maneuvers of 1941, 
 when then-Major General George Patton successfully employed armored tactics that would later 
 bring him fame in Europe, the war games were held in the center of the state with Lebanon in 
 Wilson County as the focal point. The newly-formed  19th Liaison Squadron  participated from 
 April 20 until June 20, 1943 with the main group serving Third Army headquarters in Lebanon. 
 Smaller detachments were based at Manchester, Tennessee and Camp Campbell, Kentucky. 
 During this period of simulated combat the Signal Corps photographed many of the L-5’s in 
 action, including the well-known color photo displayed above. Stinson’s publicist Hill & Knowlton 
 also took many pictures at the Tennessee maneuvers including the one shown below that was 
 used in subsequent Consolidated-Vultee advertising. 



 Brace of L-5’s over Sherman M-4 tanks of the 20th Armored Division at the Tennessee 
 Maneuvers, June 1943. The photo has been airbrushed to achieve the dramatic lighting effect 

 (Hill & Knowlton press photo, author’s collection). 

 The 19th Liaison Squadron was closely watched by observers of the war games in 
 Tennessee. The ground and air forces were of course both interested to find out how the new 
 type of unit could be best employed in large scale combat operations. However, no consensus 
 was reached before some of the new liaison squadrons were deployed overseas and that did 
 not make for a smooth integration into the theaters where they were assigned. The  25th Liaison 
 Squadron  in particular was an “orphan” who had to find its own way when the Fifth Air Force 
 they were attached to in New Guinea had no particular use or desire for them. Such was often 
 the way things went for new weapons and organizations that were adopted during the rush of 
 rearmament at the beginning of the Second World War. New tools and ideas thrust upon the 
 recipients were not always accepted with welcoming handshakes and open minds. 

 Below is part of a document extracted from the 19th Liaison Squadron monthly reports that 
 explains the main function of a liaison squadron - something that was a bit of a mystery to most 
 squadron personnel in the beginning. This information originally appeared in Section IV of Army 
 Field Manual FM 100-20,  Command and Employment of Air Power  that was published in June 
 1943. It instructed both air and ground commanders on the  proper  use of all the various 
 squadron types. For liaison squadrons,  the description of their mission was extremely narrow, 
 not at all conveying many uses that had been envisioned for them by proponents of these units. 



 It wasn’t until July 1944 that Training Circular No. 45 was released, expanding on the uses 
 to include messenger and courier service, transport and ferry service for ground force personnel 
 and equipment, visual reconnaissance, light photographic reconnaissance and other limited 
 photographic missions, column control, checks upon passive air defense measure  such as 
 camouflage, and artillery adjustment. Also added was the following open-ended clause: 

 “Liaison squadron commanders and commanders of separate flights will use their 
 initiative in promoting the utility of liaison aviation . . . The provisions of this circular will 
 not be construed as prohibiting the employment of liaison aircraft upon any mission for 
 which they are suitable.” 

 That statement was a strong, albeit unmentioned endorsement of the Stinson L-5 that 
 proved itself in service with the liaison squadrons during 1943 and was adopted as the standard 
 Army Air Forces liaison type before the year was out. Other than the Stinson L-1, all other 
 liaison aircraft models were relegated to ground forces use or auxiliary roles in the AAF. 

 The L-5 was far from perfect and it didn't have the short field capability of the Vigilant, but it 
 was adopted as the direct replacement for the L-1 on account of its simplicity, smaller size, and 
 much lower cost (about ⅓). The L-1 was well liked by many but it was too expensive and took 
 too long to build in large numbers, so it was declared “obsolete” in 1943 even though it was 
 anything but that in terms of its STOL performance. Despite the obsolete status, the Vigilant was 
 still used widely and saw service in most theaters of the war, most notably in Burma. 



 As for the other liaison types, repeated training accidents with the Taylorcraft L-2 and 
 Aeronca L-3 at Fort Sill led the Field Artillery to ground both types and request that they be 
 replaced by Piper L-4’s. They were declared “limited standard” and production contracts were 
 curtailed beginning in July, 1943. Some were converted to gliders and most of the rest were sent 
 to civilian contract training schools. The better performing Interstate L-6 Cadet saw lengthy 
 production delays and suffered many mechanical problems in service, so its status was 
 changed to “obsolete” in July 1943 and the contract was cut short at 251 airplanes in favor of 
 additional L-5 deliveries. 

 Summary of memos sent from Office of Operations, Commitments, and Requirements to the Office 
 of Materiel, Maintenance, and Distribution concerning the Taylorcraft L-2 and Aeronca L-3,  July 19, 1943. 

 While the ground forces also wanted L-5's, restrictions generated by the bitterness of the 
 AAF over the institution of "organic" aircraft in the Field Artillery prevented the ground forces 
 from obtaining any Sentinels until May, 1944 and then only in small numbers until the war in 
 Europe was nearly over. The Piper L-4 Cub was equally successful but the Army Air Forces 
 thought it too low in performance and too limited in its load-carrying capacity so most were 
 transferred to the ground forces. On June 23, 1943 all L-4 production was allocated solely to the 
 Field Artillery and in December it was declared “standard” for the ground forces only. 

 After that the L-5 reigned as the liaison plane of choice within the U.S. Army Air Forces and 
 it had only taken five months in service to achieve that status. That didn’t occur without some 
 hiccups, however. Due to an initially high accident rate and complaints about performance, the 
 Stinson company had to send one of its civilian pilots to military installations around the country 
 to teach Army Air Forces liaison pilots in advanced training how to properly fly and maintain the 
 L-5, but that is the subject for detailed examination another time. 

 What follows is a timeline that will help put the adoption of the L-5 into context with world 
 events. By the time it came on the scene in January 1943, the outcome of WWII hadn’t quite 
 been decided, but much of the hard fighting that sealed the fate of the Axis powers had already 
 taken place. That, in turn,  determined where the Sentinel would be employed in combat.  The 
 theaters of war where the L-5 would eventually participate are  underlined  below. 

 Brief timeline of events, January & February, 1943  : 

 01-02-43: Germans begin a withdrawal from the Caucasus. Allies take Buna in  New Guinea  . 



 01-11-43: US & Britain relinquish extraterritorial rights in  China  to convince the Nationalist leader  Chiang 
 Kai-shek that their war plans were ultimately in his best interest and not veiled foreign imperialism. 

 01-14-43: Casablanca conference takes place between Churchill and Roosevelt. FDR announces the war 
 can end only with an unconditional German surrender, closing the door on the possibility of negotiated 
 peace. The invasion of Sicily and  Italy  and the defeat of the u-boat menace is given high priority. A 
 combined bomber offensive is agreed upon as is a plan to open the road to China with British forces in 
 India  converging on northern  Burma  while an American-led Chinese force attacks from Yunnan. 

 01-14-43: Operation Ke, withdrawal of Japanese troops from Guadalcanal begins. As a result, Japan 
 improves defenses and pours reinforcements into the Admiralties,  Philippines  and central  Pacific islands  . 

 01-18-43: The United States rations bread & all types of metal. Ignominiously, construction of new 
 machines for slicing bread is prohibited. 

 01-19-43: At the Casablanca conference the British and American Joint Chiefs decide on the invasion of 
 Sicily in July. Stalin reacts by saying that it is a colossal waste of time and resources and his allies should 
 get on with invading  Western Europe  instead. 

 01-27-43: The first all-American bombing raid on  Germany  takes place at Wilhelmshaven. Low losses 
 lead to over-confidence of USAAF leadership in the employment of unescorted bombers during the 
 daytime with  disastrous results in the months to come.. 

 01-30-43: Rommel begins his counter-attack in Tunisia. 

 01-31-43: Field Marshal Friedrich von Paulus surrenders 90,000 Wehrmacht troops to the Soviets at 
 Stalingrad. Of the 250,000 soldiers of Army Group South that had invaded the Soviet Union, less than 
 5,000 would return home. 

 02-08-43: Soviet troops liberate Kursk where the largest tank battle in history takes place. 

 02-14-43: The battle of Kasserine Pass begins between the U.S. 1st Armored Division and German 
 Panzers in North Africa. Fighting lasts for ten days. It was only after the disaster at Kasserine that the 
 USAAF came to grips with the problem of close air support. Field Manual 100-20,  Command and 
 Employment of Air Power  , arose from this experience and governed the tactical use of aircraft  for the rest 
 of the war. 

 02-27-43: Wright Field proposes cancellation of 850 L-6s in favor of L-5's. Vultee is advised that AT-19 
 production be terminated by September to accommodate increased L-5 production. 
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